
On top of the world

1. Complete the idioms with ONE WORD only (the SAME one in each expression ) and then
compare with your classmates to see who came out on top ;)

★ At the TOP of one’s agenda
★ In TOP form
★ O� the TOP of one’s head
★ Over the TOP (OTT)

★ To come out on TOP
★ TOP -notch
★ To rise to the TOP
★ To stay on TOP of sth

2. Match the idioms on the left to their de�ntions on the right:

"What's the capital of Poland?" "I don't know o� the
top of my head,  I would have to google it."

From memory

He started in a media company after he graduated,
spending his next 40 years trying to rise to the top.

To reach the most prominent position in some group

How Sara manages to stay on top of her two kids and
work at the same time is beyond me.

To remain in control of

Improving education should be at the top of every
country's agenda.

The most important thing to address

I think Christmas decorations are often over the top. Too extreme, not suitable

The new sports centre has top-notch facilities. Of the highest quality

To keep my body and mind in top form, I lift weights
and go running 5 times a week.

In very good shape

We've got some excellent professionals in our team; I'm
sure we'll come out on top.

To succeed
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3. Complete the sentences with your own ideas and then compare with your partner.

1. _______________is never at the top of my agenda.

2. _______________ ‘s out�ts are always over the top (Name a relative, a celebrity etc.)

3. I always come out on top in _______________.

4. O� the top of my head I can easily list the names of _______________.

5. Rising to the top in my line of work requires _______________

and_______________.

6. To keep myself in top form I_______________ and _______________.

7. Top notch students should receive _______________ for their e�ort.

8. To stay on top of my bills I _______________.

4. Complete the questions with the missing words and answer them in pairs. You have
been given the �rst letter of each word to make sure you stay on top of things ;)

1. What is the best way to always be in top FORM?

2. Can you list the capital cities of at least 10 European countries o� the top of your

HEAD?

3. Do you think birthday parties for children are OVER the top these days?

4. Do you know anyone who always has to COME out on top?

5. Can you give an example of a top-NOTCH restaurant in your city?

6. Give 2 examples of people who were able to RISE to the top of their professions?

7. What's the best way to stay on TOP of your employees if you want your business to run

smoothly?

8. What's always at the top of your AGENDA at the beginning of the week?

The end… at last ;)
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